
Derald A. Slack Award for research and, in 1980, the Arkansas Agricultural
Pesticide Association's Outstanding Service Award.

Derald A. Slack was born on Decem- For years, Slack taught Principles of Plant Pathology and
ber 22, 1924, in Cedar City, UT. He Diseases of Fruits and Vegetables and is highly regarded by
attended Utah State University and students for his dedicated, effective teaching of plant pathology
received his B.S. and M.S. degrees in at the undergraduate and graduate levels. He played a major
1949 and 1950, respectively, majoring role in development of a laboratory manual used in teaching
in botany and plant pathology. In 1952, plant pathology courses. His interest in the welfare of young people
he received the Ph.D. degree in plant is exemplified by his working with the FarmHouse Fraternity
pathology from the University of as chapter advisor and his service as its secretary-treasurer and
Wisconsin-Madison, where he worked president. Alpha Zeta recognized his contributions to teaching
under the supervision of George W. by giving him the Outstanding Instructor Award and the Faculty
Keitt and J. Duane Moore on the X- Advisor Award.
disease of stone fruits. He served as a On the administrative level, he served APS as its secretary
bombardier in the U.S. Air Force from and as a councilor-at-large. He was instrumental in establishing
1943 to 1946. He began his professional the Society of Nematologists, is a charter member, and served

career in 1952 as an assistant professor in the Department of as a member of the Executive Committee for 4 years. In 1989,
Plant Pathology, University of Arkansas, Fayetteville, and; he he was honored by the Southern Division of APS for his leadership
rose to the ranks of associate professor in 1954 and professor as its president and for serving on its many committees, including
in 1959. He became head of the department in 1964 and retired service as the chairman of the Local Arrangements Committee
in December 1990 as emeritus professor. for organizing the APS national meetings in Hot Springs, AR.

Dr. Slack is recognized for his distinguished contributions in He served the University of Arkansas with distinction in many
plant pathology over the past 39 years through his research, leadership positions, such as chairman of the Faculty Senate and
teaching, administration, and service in the profession at the the Faculty Advisory Committee of the University President and
national, regional, and state levels. He is the father of Dr. Steven head of the Department of Plant Pathology since 1964. Because
Slack, who is a plant pathologist now at Cornell University and of his administrative acumen, this diverse, active department
previously at the University of Wisconsin. doubled in size and has nationally and internationally recognized

He is highly esteemed for his lifelong research and extension centers of excellence in nematology, virology, and the biological
achievements in diseases of apples, peaches, alfalfa, strawberries, control of weeds. He is a member of the American Institute for
soybeans, grapes, and blackberries. His seminal research was on Biological Sciences, the Arkansas Academy of Science, the
the mechanisms of survival of the soybean cyst nematode. He Helminthological Society of Washington, the Arkansas State
is noted also for his efforts in development of disease control Horticultural Society, the Arkansas Pesticide Association,
strategies, with emphasis on seed certification, nursery and plant Gamma Sigma Delta, and the Canadian Phytopathological
inspection, and pesticide registration programs of the Arkansas Society and was secretary and president of the Arkansas Chapter
State Plant Board. In 1961 he received the Distinguished Faculty of Sigma Xi.

Extension Award
This award was established in 1988 by the APS Council in recognition of excellence in extension plant pathology. The award

is presented to those involved in formal plant pathology extension with recognized superior contributions in developing or implementing
leadership roles in local, regional, or national honor societies or professional organizations.

Malcolm C. Shurtleff

Malcolm C. Shurtleff was born in Garden Guild. Other books and compendia he has written or
1922 in Fall River, MA. He received edited include "How to Control Lawn Diseases and Pests," "How
his B.S. degree in 1943 from the to Control Tree Diseases and Pests," two editions of the
University of Rhode Island and his "Compendium of Corn Diseases," the first edition of the
M.S. and Ph.D. degrees from the "Compendium of Soybean Diseases," and "Controlling Turfgrass
University of Minnesota in 1950 and Pests." Shurtleff has written the plant disease section for four
1953, respectively. He served as assis- editions of the Encyclopaedia Britannica and for four other
tant extension professor of plant encyclopedias and the plant disease chapters for the "Better Homes
pathology and entomology at the and Gardens Garden Book," the Illinois Field Crop Scout
University of Rhode Island from 1950 Handbook, and the Illinois Plant Pest Profiles.
to 1954 and as assistant and associate Shurtleff is generally recognized as one of the preeminent
extension professor in the Department extension plant pathologists in the world. He was selected as
of Botany and Plant Pathology, Iowa the first chairman of the Extension Committee of the International
State University, from 1954 to 1961; Society of Plant Pathology and was the first state extension

he has been extension professor at the University of Illinois from specialist elected Fellow of APS (1971). He was the only extension
1961 to the present. Dr. Shurtleff is a most prolific writer, known specialist recognized with the Adventurers in Agricultural Science
for his originality, creativity, and excellence as an extension Award of Distinction, presented by U.S. Secretary of Agriculture
specialist. Professor Shurtleff has written four books and two Bob Bergland at the Ninth International Congress of Plant
compendia and has over 1,000 extension and research publications Protection in 1979. His creativity has been recognized by the
to his credit. It is noteworthy that his book "How to Control University of Illinois with the College of Agriculture Paul A.
Plant Diseases in Home, Yard and Garden" in its two editions Funk Award for excellence in service to agriculture (1975). Illinois
was chosen as the Garden Book of the Month by the American State Senate Resolution No. 176 honored Drs. Shurtleff and
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Hooker during the southern leaf blight epidemic of 1970-1971 was the first editor-in-chief of both Phytopathology News and
for their "objectivity in a situation which verged on panic ... Plant Disease. His leadership and originality helped spawn the
that was in the very best tradition of public service." Shurtleff plant disease compendium series, plant disease profiles, plant
received the prestigious USDA Distinguished Service Award in disease slide sets, and the national corn and soybean monitoring
1986, the only plant pathologist extension specialist to ever receive plots concept.
this honor. Perhaps the top honor today for Shurtleff was his In summary, Shurtleff is nationally and internationally
selection as a Senior University Scholar by the University of recognized for his voluminous works, distinguished and creative
Illinois Foundation in 1987, the only extension specialist to receive authorship, unusual competence in emergencies, and untiring
this honor to date. efforts in service to agriculture.

Professor Shurtleff has served APS as councilor-at-large and

Ruth Allen Award
The Ruth Allen Memorial Fund was established in 1965 by means of gifts from the estate of Dr. Ruth Allen through the generosity

of her heirs: Sam Emsweller, Mabel Nebel, Hally Sax, and Evangaline Yarwood. The award, cons~sting of a certificate and income
from the invested fund, is given for outstanding contributions to the science of plant pathology.

George E. Templeton

George Earl Templeton was born in in 1982 with registration by the Environmental Protection Agency
Little Rock, AR, on June 27, 1931. He and commercial sale of COLLEGO by the Upjohn Company.
attended the University of Arkansas, COLLEGO continues to be the alternative of choice for control
Fayetteville, and received his B.S.A. of this serious weed in rice and soybean fields.
and M.S. degrees in 1953 and 1954, COLLEGO, a dry formulation of conidia of Colletotrichum
respectively, majoring in agriculture gloeosporioides f. sp. aeschynomene, established a number of firsts
and plant pathology. He served 2 years in plant pathology. It was the first endemic pathogen to undergo
at the Fort Detrick Biological Warfare the rigors of long-term testing leading to commercial development.Center in the U.S. Chemical Corps The first patent issued for a fungus to be used as a mycoherbicide
from 1954 to 1956. He then entered the was issued for this fungus. The first Experimental Use Permit
University of Wisconsin-Madison, issued by the Environmental Protection Agency for a mycoher-
where he received the Ph.D. degree in bicide was also issued for this fungus. It represents an effective1her for research on the effect of toxic model for interdisciplinary, multiagency, public-private sector1958 fcollaboration necessary for the innovation of practical biological
metabolites from Fusarium monili-oe go barlitey s prom fessriuonal caree control agents. This research thus led to a highly selective,forme on germination of barley. He began his professional career environmentally compatible product at lower costs thanas an assistant professor in the Department of Plant Pathology, conventional organic chemicals. This work has had a major impact

University of Arkansas, Fayetteville, and rose to the ranks of in encouraging others in biological control research and
associate professor in 1962, professor in 1967, university professor applications.
in 1984, and distinguished professor in 1991. In related herbicide research, Templeton has also contributed

Dr. Templeton is honored for his role in establishing the concept significantly through his work with tentoxin, a cyclic peptide,
that indigenous plant pathogens can be successfully used for which is a chlorosis-inducing toxin of Alternaria alternata. He
biological control of weeds. He has received wide acclaim for and his colleagues discovered, purified, and characterized
his pioneering research on an anthracnose disease of northern tentoxin, which is one of a few microbial toxins with potential
joint-vetch, a serious leguminous weed of rice and soybeans, which as herbicides. A Canadian patent has been issued for its use as
illustrates the biological, technical, regulatory, and commercial a herbicide. Basic interest in the mode of action of tentoxin
feasibility of controlling weeds with native plant pathogens. His worldwide has led to a significant body of knowledge contributing
research on developing fungal pathogens as mycoherbicides for to the understanding of chloroplast development. Tentoxin has
biological control of weeds is innovative and has resulted in new also been used as a means of determining the cytoplasmic parent
concepts in plant pathology, fermentation science, and weed in somatic hybrids between resistant and susceptible plant lines.
management. Templeton's awards are several. He was co-author of a paper

Templeton, with his students and colleagues, recognized the judged to be the outstanding contribution to Weed Science in
potential of indigenous endemic pathogens for biological control 1973, was awarded the John W. White Award for excellence in
of weeds in annual crops. The innate limitations in dispersing Agricultural Research by the University of Arkansas (1979), was
these pathogens were overcome by applying them in the manner named a Fellow of APS (1984), received the Distinguished Award
of postemergence chemical herbicides. They termed this the in Research from the University of Arkansas Alumni Association
bioherbicide tactic, or (more specifically for fungal pathogens) (1987), received the University of Arkansas Burlington Northern
the mycoherbicide tactic. A U.S. patent was issued for the process Award as the Outstanding Faculty-Scholar in Research (1988),
in 1973. The feasibility of the mycoherbicide tactic for weeds and was recognized by the USDA with a Superior Service Award
in annual crops was demonstrated in a 12-year effort culminating (1990).
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